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Online communities like Dribbble and GraphicBurger allow GUI designers to share their design artwork
and learn from each other. These design sharing platforms are important sources for design inspiration,
but our survey with GUI designers suggests additional information needs unmet by existing design sharing
platforms. First, designers need to see the practical use of certain GUI designs in real applications, rather than
just artworks. Second, designers want to see not only the overall designs but also the detailed design of the
GUI components. Third, designers need advanced GUI design search abilities (e.g., multi-facets search) and
knowledge discovery support (e.g., demographic investigation, cross-company design comparison). This paper
presents Gallery D.C. (http://mui-collection.herokuapp.com/), a gallery of GUI design components that harness
GUI designs crawled from millions of real-world applications using reverse-engineering and computer vision
techniques. Through a process of invisible crowdsourcing, Gallery D.C. supports novel ways for designers to
collect, analyze, search, summarize and compare GUI designs on a massive scale. We quantitatively evaluate
the quality of Gallery D.C. and demonstrate that Gallery D.C. offers additional support for design sharing and
knowledge discovery beyond existing platforms.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Graphical User Interface (GUI) design is a creative knowledge work. Design sharing is a routine
activity through which design knowledge, creativity and aesthetics is exchanged among designers.
GUI designs can be shared in the form of reusable design templates or design kits [1–3, 5, 7] (see
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Fig. 1. Examples of design kits of GUI components [1]

(a) Examples of GUI design artwork (left two shared on
Dribbble and right two shared on GraphicBurger

(b) Examples of application introduction screenshots of
Skype on Google Play

Fig. 2. Differences between app runtime GUI screenshots and app introduction GUI screenshots

Fig. 1 for examples). With the advent of Web 2.0, online platforms allow GUI designers to share
their design artwork in online communities. For example, Fig. 2(a) shows some GUI designs shared
on Dribbble and GraphicBurger. Through design sharing, the designers can gain feedback from the
community and boost their portfolio. Meanwhile, the repository of the shared GUI designs provides
an opportunity to learn about GUI designs, gain design inspiration and understand design trend.
Despite of all these benefits, existing design sharing platforms have three fundamental limitations
in terms of design practicality, design granularity and design knowledge discovery. First, existing
design sharing platforms showcase creative design artworks, but GUI designers also need to see
the practical use of certain design ideas in real applications. As illustrated in Fig. 7, GUI design
artwork and real application GUIs may have substantial differences. Second, existing design sharing
platforms tend to support the sharing of the overall design of the GUI only. Although there are some
GUI component design kits (e.g., examples in Fig. 1), these component design kits do not provide
the GUI context in which certain components can be practically composed. In the design work,
designers need to drill down specific GUI components and at the same time still need to see the
composition of GUI components as a whole. Third, existing design sharing platforms support only
tag-based search of the GUI designs. However, designers also need advanced design knowledge
discovery, for example, multi-faceted design search (e.g., by component types, application categories,
color, size, displayed text), summarization of design demographics (e.g., color and size distribution),
and design comparison across competitors. We will further elaborate these knowledge discovery
needs with examples in Section 7.
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With millions of real-world applications - each comprising multiple UI designs of human creativity
and aesthetics - the application market provides an opportunity to learn about practical GUI designs
on a truly massive scale, even though the GUI of these applications are not created for the purpose of
design sharing and knowledge discovery. However, collecting and inspecting real-application GUIs
in an ad-hoc fashion cannot effectively exploit this gold mine of GUI design resources. This paper
presents an automatic approach to turn GUI designs implicitly shared by millions of application
developers into a large-scale GUI component gallery, on top of which advanced design search and
knowledge discovery can be performed. We refer to our techniques to build this design gallery as
invisible crowdsourcing of GUI design resources, as opposed to intentional design sharing on Web
2.0 platforms.
We build this GUI component design gallery using reverse-engineering and computer vision
techniques. In particular, we design an automated GUI exploration method to automatically collect
at runtime 68,702 GUI screenshots of 5,043 Android applications and their metadata (i.e., component
type, size and position). One way to collect such data is through automated GUI exploration by
setting up Android application emulator and execute the applications to collect GUI screenshots at
runtime; however, this process is time consuming and not very scalable.
To obtain more GUI components from high-quality GUI designs, we use the GUI design dataset
obtained through automated GUI exploration to train a deep-learning object detection model (Faster
RCNN [30]) that can automatically wirify (i.e., decompose) a GUI design image into a set of GUI
components and determine the type, size and position of the GUI components in the GUI design
image. We then crawl 469,177 application introduction screenshots of 126,298 Android applications
in Google Play [4]. The application introduction screenshots (see examples in Fig. 2(b)) usually
illustrate the most important features and the best-designed GUIs of an application. To enhance the
model training, we develop a GUI-specific image-augmentation method to transform the application
runtime screenshots into similar style of application introduction screenshots. We use the trained
object-detection model to obtain the GUI components in the application introduction screenshots.
In addition to the component metadata, we also detect the primary color of GUI components in
HSV color space [27], and collect app metadata such as app category and download times.
Based on the collected application runtime and introduction GUI screenshots, the GUI components in these screenshots, and the application and GUI component metadata, we build a web
application Gallery D.C. (http://mui-collection.herokuapp.com/) for GUI designers and developers
to access the large-scale GUI and GUI component designs. The users can perform multi-faceted
search by component types, size, color, application category and/or displayed text. The system can
report the design demographics of the GUI designs in the entire gallery or in the design search
results. The system also allows users to select and visually compare the GUI designs of different
companies in a comparative shopping manner. These design search, summarization and comparison
features enable advanced design knowledge discovery of real-world application GUI designs on a
truly massive scale, beyond the content sharing of GUI design artworks. Our contributions can be
summarized below:
• We identify the fundamental limitations of existing design sharing platforms and propose to
exploit real-world application GUIs implicitly shared in the application market to address
these limitations.
• We develop reverse-engineering and computer-vision based techniques to automatically
transform half a million GUI screenshots of over 130,000 Android applications into a largescale GUI component design gallery, which contains design creativity and knowledge of
millions of application designers and developers.
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• Our GUI component design gallery enables invisible crowdsourcing of GUI design resources
and new ways of design sharing and design knowledge discovery beyond content sharing
through mining massive-scale GUIs of real-world applications.
2

APPROACH OVERVIEW

To address the information needs of designers beyond simple content sharing and search, we design
innovative ways to collect, analyze, search, summarize and compare GUI designs of real-world
applications on a truly massive scale. In this section, we introduce our problem definition and give
an overview of main steps of our approach.
2.1

Problem Definition: A Large-Scale Real-World Application GUI Components
Design Gallery

A mobile platform, such as Android or iOS, supports a wide range of GUI components for building
the GUI of mobile apps. In this work, we explain and evaluate our approach using Android apps,
but our approach is not limited to just Android apps. Our goal is to build a large-scale gallery of 11
types of GUI components for Android GUI design. These 11 types of UI components can be divided
into two general categories for easy reference: button (including button, image button, check box,
radio button, switch, and toggle button), and information bar (progress bar, rating bar, seek bar,
spinner, and chronometer). Fig. 3 shows some examples of these 11 types of GUI components
that are wirified from Android app introduction GUI screenshots using our approach. As seen in
these examples, designs of a type of GUI components can vary greatly in component size, color
and other visual effects. Being able to easily access the design of a type of GUI components from
thousands of Android apps would help designers and developers understand the landscape and
practicality of GUI designs for their own design tasks. Note that we do not consider content-centric
UI components such as text view and image view, because these component is highly content
dependent without much consideration of component design itself.
2.2

Main Steps: App GUI Screenshot Collection, GUI Component Wirification, Gallery
System Design and Construction

To build a large-scale GUI component design gallery from existing Android apps, our approach involves three steps: app GUI screenshot collection (Section 3), GUI component wirification (Section 4),
and gallery system design and construction (Section 5).
App GUI screenshot collection. This step addresses the designers’ information need for design
practicality. We collect two kinds of app GUI screenshots for the whole work. The first dataset
contains 68,702 GUI screenshots of 5,043 Android apps. We download the Android apps from
Google Play. Based on the Android app GUI testing framework [31], we develop an automated
UI exploration method to automatically execute an app, explore the app’s GUIs, take the runtime
GUI screenshot and also dump the UI components and their metadata (component type, size and
position) in the screenshot. That is, the collected screenshots are automatically annotated with the
information of GUI components they have. Note that although automated GUI exploration can
collect many GUI components, it requires setting up proper Android emulator to execute the apps
and takes a long time to sufficiently explore an app’s GUIs. It is also difficult to ensure the design
quality of the collected GUI components, as the GUI exploration is random. Therefore, the dataset
collected through automated GUI exploration is mainly for training GUI component wirification
model. The second dataset contains 469,177 app introduction GUI screenshots of 126,298 Android
apps crawled from Google Play. Crawling app introduction screenshots from Google Play can
be easily done for a very large number of apps in Google Play. Furthermore, app introduction
screenshots illustrate the most important GUIs (usually the best-designed GUIs) of an app. So the
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Fig. 3. Examples of 11 types of UI components wirified in app introduction screenshots by our approach.

second dataset is the main source of the high-quality GUI components in our component design
gallery.
GUI component wirification. This step addresses the designers’ information need for linking
the two design granularities: the whole GUI design and the GUI component design. We use the
first dataset (i.e., the annotated runtime GUI screenshots) to train the GUI component detection
model using Faster RCNN [30]. The trained model is then used to wirify (i.e., decompose) the
app introduction screenshots in the second dataset into the GUI components (with component
metadata) in these screenshots. We design a GUI-screenshot specific image augmentation method
to make runtime GUI screenshots in the first dataset similar to the app introduction screenshot in
the second dataset so that the GUI component detection model trained on the first dataset can be
applied to the second dataset.
Gallery system design and construction. This step addresses the designers’ information
need for advanced design search and knowledge discovery. We compile a large-scale gallery
of GUI component designs (together with the original whole GUIs) obtained in the above two
steps. To improve the diversity of design gallery, we remove many duplicated or very similar GUI
components by comparing their structural similarity (SSIM) index [33]. To facilitate the search of
GUI components in the design gallery, we augment component metadata with the primary color of
GUI components by HSV colorspace and collect the displayed text (if any) of the GUI components
by Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technique. We implement a web-based search interface
(http://mui-collection.herokuapp.com/) that supports multi-faceted GUI component search by
multi-dimensional component metadata (i.e., app category, app download times, component type
(widget class), component height/width and primary color, and displayed text in the component). In
addition, the system automatically summarizes several design demographics of the GUI components
in the search results, including distributions of component type usage, component primary colors,
and component height/width. The gallery system allows designer to select different companies to
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compare their GUI component designs. It generates a comparison table (like the one in Fig. 14) for
designers to visually compare GUI components side by side.
3

APP SCREENSHOT COLLECTION

First, we describe how we collect app runtime GUI screenshots for training GUI component
wirification model, and crawl app introduction GUI screenshots from Google Play for building the
GUI component design gallery. Using real-world application GUIs on a truly massive scale exposes
designers to not only design creativity and aesthetics but also design practicality.
3.1

Collecting Annotated Runtime App GUI Screenshots by Automated GUI
Exploration

The core technique of our GUI component wirification model is a deep learning based objectdetection model Faster RCNN [30]. To effectively train the Faster RCNN model, we need to prepare
sufficient training data. An instance of the training data is an app GUI screenshot annotated with
the GUI component information (including component type, size and position) in the screenshot. To
acquire sufficient annotated app GUI screenshots for model training, we develop a data collection
tool that automatically executes a mobile app, explore the GUIs of the app by simulating the user’s
interaction with the app’s GUIs, and collect the runtime GUI screenshots and the corresponding
GUI component information during the simulated interaction process.

Fig. 4. An illustrative example of simulating user actions on mobile app GUI proceeding from state UI-1 to
state UI-4.

The automated UI exploration is inspired by automated UI testing techniques [31]. Users interact
with mobile apps by various actions (e.g., click, edit, scroll). Our data collection tool tries to identify
executable GUI components (e.g., clickable, long-clickable editable, scrollable) on the current UI
and infer actions from the type of these components. It then emits the corresponding UI events to
simulate user actions, and automatically explore different parts of a mobile app. The tool can also
simulate the interaction with the hardware buttons (e.g., back).
As illustrated in Fig. 4, starting with the UI-1, the tool “scrolls down” to the bottom of the page
(UI-2). The tool then “clicks Settings” and the app moves back to the home page (UI-3). Next, the
tool “inputs text” for the two EditText boxes transiting the app GUI into the UI-4. Of course, the
tool can simulate other user actions on the app GUIs which will explore other parts of the mobile
app that are not shown in this illustrative example.
During such automated GUI exploration, the data collection tool uses Android UI Automator [8]
to automatically dump pairs of runtime GUI screenshots and corresponding runtime GUI component
hierarchies. The runtime GUI component hierarchies are stored in XML files. Fig 5 shows an example
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<node index="1" text="" bounds="[0,118][800,1216]">
<node index="0" text="" bounds="[67,337][733,911]">
<node index="0" text="" bounds="[273,337][526,590]" />
<node index="1" text="With 2‐step verification, whenever you sign in to your Google Account you
will need:" bounds="[107,627][693,702]" />
<node index="2" text="" bounds="[107,729][693,767]">
<node index="0" text="" bounds="[107,729][139,761]" />
<node index="1" text="Your password" bounds="[171,729][693,767]" />
</node>
<node index="3" text="" bounds="[107,788][693,826]">
<node index="0" text="" bounds="[107,788][139,820]" />
<node index="1" text="A code this app will generate for you" bounds="[171,788][693,826]" />
</node>
<node index="4" text="Begin" bounds="[336,847][464,911]" />
</node>
</node>
…

Fig. 5. An illustrative example of the run-time GUI hierarchy and corresponding GUI screenshot

about the UI and corresponding code, and the button outlined in the red box is corresponding to the
code also outlined in the red box. We can obtain a list of GUI components in an GUI screenshot from
the corresponding GUI component hierarchy. For each UI component, we extract its component
type from “class” attribute and its size/position from “bounds” attribute. Optionally, if the “text”
attribute is not null, we also extract the value of “text” attribute as the displayed text on the GUI
component. Through this automated GUI exploration and data collection process, we are able to
collect a large set of app GUI screenshots annotated with the GUI component information.
As shown in Fig. 4, we can model the GUI transitions triggered by the simulated user actions
as a state machine. A single activity class as coded by the developer may contain a few different
states depending on the strictness of state definition. For example, the UI-1 and UI-2 or the UI-3
and UI-4 in Fig. 4 are implemented in the same activity class but have different GUI components.
Furthermore, different UI transitions may lead to the same UI. For example, in addition to UI-1
→ UI-2 → UI-3 transition, “click Settings” on UI-1 can directly go to UI-3. Therefore, we need to
discern different UI states. In this work, we adopt the method proposed in [10], which discerns UI
states by encoding the underlying component hierarchy of a GUI screenshot.
First, we assign an unique type_index to each type of GUI component, for example, Button as
0, TextView as 1, RatingBar as 2, etc. Then, we obtain the node_index (starting at 0) of each GUI
component in the screenshot from the corresponding GUI component hierarchy and concatenate a
component’s node_index with its type_index. For example, the first UI component is a button and
it can be represented as “0_0”, and the second component is a rating bar and it can be represented
as “1_2”. In this way, we obtain a representation string for a UI screenshot by concatenating the
representation string of all GUI components in the screenshot. We hash the representation string
of the GUI screenshot using MD5 algorithm to get a fixed-length unique identifier for the UI
screenshot. If the two GUI screenshots have the same identifier, then they will be regarded as
the same UI state. During the automated GUI exploration, the data collection tool maintains a
list of already-seen UI states and will expand the list if the current GUI screenshot has an unseen
identifier.
We randomly download 6000 Android apps from Google Play App Store. We execute the downloaded Android apps on Android emulators (configured with the popular KitKat version, SDK
4.4.2, API level 19, 768-1280 screen size). We run our data collection tool on a 64-bit Ubuntu 16.04
server with 32 Intel Xeon CPUs and 189G memory, and it controls 16 Android emulators (one for
each Android app) in parallel to collect annotated GUI screenshot. Each Android app is run for 45
minutes. 5043 crawled apps runs successfully on our data collection platform. These apps belong to
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25 categories. The other 957 apps require extra hardware support or third-party libraries which are
not available in the Android emulator we use. Our data collection tool collects in total 68,702 app
GUI screenshots annotated with the corresponding UI component information (on average about
13.6 UI screenshots per app). This UI dataset is used for training and testing our GUI component
wirification model (see Section 4.1).
3.2

Crawling App Introduction Screenshots in Google Play

In Google Play, developers of apps are encouraged to upload GUI screenshots1 that showcase their
app’s features and functionality. These screenshots can help apps attract new users on Google
Play, and we call them the “app introduction GUI screenshots” to distinguish them from app
runtime screenshots collected in the last section. We crawl 469,177 app introduction screenshots
of 126,298 Android apps. Note that although both app runtime GUI dataset and app introduction
GUI dataset come from Google Play, the apps in the second dataset has few overlap with those in
the first dataset. As Google Play only allows uploading eight introduction screenshots at most, the
maximum number of GUI screenshots per app in the second dataset is eight. Furthermore, the app
introduction screenshots are simply GUI images without GUI component information. We will use
the GUI component wirification model to wirify the app introduction GUI screenshots into the GUI
components.
4

GUI COMPONENT WIRIFICATION

To obtain the GUI elements from the app introduction screenshots crawled from Google Play,
we need a method to decompose (i.e., wirify) app GUI screenshots into GUI components in the
screenshots. Through this GUI component wirification step, we naturally link the whole GUI design
and the GUI component design.
Our design wirification task is a well-known problem, called “object detection” in Computer
Vision domain. In this work, we adopt the Faster RCNN model [30], a mature object-detection
technique. To make the Faster RCNN model work well on our GUI screenshot data, we train the
model with our dataset of annotated app runtime GUI screenshots (Section 4.1). Different from our
goal, existing object-detection models focus on the detection of objects in natural scene images,
such as finding cats or humans in the photos. Instead, our goal is to extract GUI components from
computer-generated GUI images, including app runtime GUI screenshots, and app introduction
screenshots that contain not only GUIs but also other information like natural language descriptions
and markers of app features like the examples in Fig. 7. To improve the model performance, we also
carry out the image augmentation to annotated app runtime screenshots to mimic the presentation
style of app introduction screenshots crawled from Google Play (Section 4.2).
4.1

UI Component Wirification by Deep-Learning based Object Detection

Compared with image classification, the task of object detection is not only to classify objects in
the image, but also get the detailed location of the object. The object detection can be modeled
as a classification problem where we take windows of different sizes from input image at all the
possible locations, and feed these windows to an image classifier to determine objects in them.
Recently, the performance of object detection is further boosted by exploiting the deep learning
models [19, 20, 30]. In this work, we adopt the state-of-the-art Faster-RCNN [30]. Fig. 6 presents
the overall architecture of the model. The model uses a Convolutional Neural Network [22, 24]
to extract image features from the input GUI screenshot. It then use a region proposal network
(RPN) to generate region proposals that likely contain some object of interest (as opposed to only
1 https://support.google.com/googleplay/android-developer/answer/1078870
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Fig. 6. The architecture of Faster RCNN [30]

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Differences between app runtime GUI screenshots and app introduction GUI screenshots

background). These regional proposal are called Region of Interest (ROI). Finally, it uses an object
detection network that predict object classification scores for the region proposals and determines
the object bounding box.
4.2

Enhancing Model Performance by App Screenshots Augmentation

Our GUI component wirification model is trained by the annotated app runtime screenshots
collected through automated GUI exploration (see Section 3.1), and we want to apply our model to
app introduction GUI screenshots crawled from Google Play. But the app introduction screenshots
in Google Play are different from the app runtime screenshot. The app introduction screenshots are
more like posters which contain not only the app GUI screenshots, but also much other information.
Fig. 7 shows the screenshots of the two apps from the two data sources respectively. For each app,
the left image is the runtime GUI screenshot collected by our automatic GUI exploration tool, and
the right image is the app introduction image in Google Play. Such image differences between the
training data and the testing data may lead to poor performance of the trained model. To bridge
the gap between the GUI screenshots from the two resources, we apply the image augmentation
method to transform the training screenshots to mimic those in the testing data.
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Fig. 8. Examples of resulting GUI screenshots by image augmentation

For machine learning tasks such as image classification and machine translation, the amount
of data available for training is critically important to achieve good performance with better
generalization. To increase the data, data augmentation [9, 34, 35] is widely used. It mainly applied
a small mutation in the original training data to create more new data. For example, the image
augmentation methods include cropping, padding, flipping, resizing, inverting colors, blurring, etc.
In this work, our target is to mutate app runtime screenshots to make them similar to the apps’
introduction images. According to our observation, the app GUI screenshots are always part of
the introduction images in Google Play with some words or other highlights around. Therefore,
we randomly resized the app runtime GUI screenshots, and move it into four directions randomly
(e.g., left, right, up, down) around the center of the image. Some resulting app screenshots by
data augmentation can be seen in the Fig 8. Correspondingly, the ground-truth annotation of
GUI components will undergo the same transformation to align with the transformed runtime
screenshots.
4.3

Post-processing GUI Components Obtained Through GUI Component Wirification

After collecting all detected GUI components from the crawled app introduction screenshots, we
further post-processing these GUI components by removing duplicates and also determining their
primary colors.
4.3.1 Removing Duplicate UI Components. To keep consistent, one app always use the same
GUI components across its GUIs such as the “OK” button, navigation bar, or icons in the title bar.
Even different apps may also share very similar GUI components such as Facebook login button,
back buttons, etc. Showing similar GUI components repeatedly to designers may be a waste of
their time. These similar components will also reduce the diversity and serendipity of the design
gallery, and bias the design demographics. So we remove duplicated or very similar elements to
purify our design gallery.
To determine how similar two GUI components re, we adopt the structural similarity (SSIM)
index. According to the similarity score, we decide if two GUI components are very similar or not.
However, removing duplicated elements may cause losing useful elements. Therefore, we set 0.95
as a threshold empirically. The threshold value is carefully selected through manually curating 100
pairs of duplicate screenshots from randomly chosen applications and computing the minimum
similarity value. Considering the duplication removal efficiency, we first carry out within-app
duplicate removal and then cross-app removal.
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Fig. 9. An example of determining the primary color of GUI component by HSV mask

4.3.2 Determining Primary Color of GUI Components. A usage feature that designers suggest
in our interview is to search GUI components by their primary color, because color design is an
important aspect of GUI design. In order to achieve that, we need to enhance the initial metadata of
GUI components by adding an attribute to keep track of the primary color of the GUI components.
To that end, we adopt HSV colorspace for color detection. We first makes a conversion from RGB
color to HSV colorspace. Each RGB color has a range of HSV value. The lower range is the minimum
shade of the color that will be detected, and the upper range is the maximum shade. For example,
black is in the range of ⟨0, 0, 0⟩–⟨184, 254, 80⟩. Then, we create a mask for each color (black, blue,
cyan, green, lime, megenta, red, white) as shown in Fig. 9. The mask is the areas that HSV value on
pixels match the color between the lower range and upper range. Finally, we calculate the area of
the mask in each color and the corresponding image occupancy ratio. The color with the maximum
ratio is identified as the primary color of the GUI component (the blue in the example in Fig. 9).
5

GALLERY SYSTEM DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

With the real-world application GUIs collected in Section 3 and the GUI components (together
with the original GUI screenshots) obtained in Section 4, we are now ready to build a novel GUI
component design gallery system that can satisfy the designers’ information need for advanced
design search and knowledge discovery, including multi-faceted design search, design demographics,
and design comparison. We implement a proof-of-concept prototype of our GUI component design
gallery in the web application http://mui-collection.herokuapp.com/. Note that the approach in
our work can be regarded as a kind of reverse engineering process which is allowed by both the
US Law2 and Europe Law3 which explicitly offer users the right to decompile in order to achieve
interoperability.
5.1

Multi-Faceted Search

GUI components fall into a multi-dimensional information space. Multi-faceted search has been
shown to be an effective mechanism to search, explore and filter multi-dimensional information
space.The successful examples include online shopping and travel booking websites. Inspired by
these successes, we also design a multi-faceted search interface for searching GUI component
designs. Based on the available application and component metadata, our gallery system supports
five search facets: widget class (component type), component primary color, application category,
displayed text, and component height/width. In our prototype, we support 11 types of GUI components (see Section 2.1) The component primary color is determined as described in Section 4.3.2.
Our dataset currently have 25 categories of Android applications, such as music_and_audio category
or those for books_and_reference. The users can enter a short text, such as “Sign Up”, “check out”,
and the system uses regular expression to match GUI components containing the searched text.
The users can search the GUI components within the specified height and/or width range.
2 https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/17/1201
3 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=LEGISSUM%3Ami0016
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Users can freely combine the five facets in their search. Some usage scenarios are demonstrated
in Section 7.1. Based on the user-specified search facets, the gallery system returns a list of GUI
components that match the search criteria. The search results are sorted by descending number of
application downloads (by default) or by the alphabetic order of application names. To be responsive,
the system uses the lazy loading strategy commonly used in image search engine. It shows some
initial search results on the visible screen and loads more search results when users scroll down the
search results. The users can select a GUI component in the search results and view the selected
component in the original whole GUI screenshot. The user can also see additional facts about the
GUI component, the screenshot and the application (e.g., application vendor, download numbers,
rating, and release date), as well as similar GUI components for a selected component.
5.2

Design Demographics

In addition to view individual GUI designs, designers also need to understand the overall design
landscape [14, 15] at an aggregation level. Aggregation can be done for the whole design gallery
or for a specific design facet or the combination of some facets defined above. In our current
prototype, we compute design demographics for the multi-faceted search results so that the users
can obtain a quick overview of the key characteristics of the search results. The system dynamically
computes four types of design demographics for the search results: the component primary color,
the component height and width, the number of components of each component type, the number
of component of each application category. The system visualizes the distribution of component
primary colors in piechart, the component height and width in scatter plot, the distribution of
component numbers by component types in piechart, and the number of components of application
categories in bar chart. Some usage scenarios are demonstrated in Section 7.2.
5.3

Design Comparison

Design comparison allows designers to see the brand commonalities and variations of different
companies. We borrow the idea of comparison shopping to support design comparison. As our GUI
data comes from Google Play, we have the vendor information for each collected GUI. A vendor
may have multiple applications whose GUIs have been collected in our gallery. Each application has
metadata such as download times and rating. We organize the GUIs by the same vector and rank
the vendors by the sum of their applications’ download times. Currently, for each vendor, we select
four distinct GUI screenshots from all GUI screenshots of this vendor to form a vendor GUI gallery
of its representative GUIs. These representative GUIs are determined by image differencing and
image clustering. Users can browse this vendor GUI gallery. Furthermore, users can add multiple
vendors to a “shopping” cart and request design comparison of these vendors. For each vendor
under comparison, the system will select up to six distinct GUI components for each component
type (again based on image differencing and image clustering) from all GUI components of this
vendor in our gallery. If the vendor does not have a particular type of components, the system
reports “None” for this component type. The system will also compute the component primary
color and the component height/width demographics for each component type. Finally, the system
generates a design comparison table that allows users to visually compare the GUI components and
their demographics of the selected vendors side by side. Some usage scenarios are demonstrated in
Section 7.3.
6

EVALUATION OF GUI COMPONENT WIRIFICATION MODEL

The key enabling technique for building our design gallery is the deep learning based GUI component wirification model that extracts GUI components from app introduction GUI screenshots
(see Section 4). To evaluate the effectiveness of our GUI component wirification model, we test the
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Fig. 10. Results of GUI component wirification in complex GUI screenshots

trained model not only with the annotated runtime GUI screenshots collected through automated
GUI exploration, but also manually check the model’s performance on the app introduction GUI
screenshots crawled from Google Play.
6.1

Experimental Setups

Among all 68,702 annotated runtime GUI screenshots collected through automated GUI exploration,
we perform a 90/10 train/test split (i.e., 61,832 for training the UI component wirification model
and 6,870 for testing the trained model). We train our GUI component wirification model with the
training data on a Nvidia P40 GPU (24G memory) with 140k iterations for about two days. Apart
from testing the model with annotated runtime GUI screenshots, we also test our model on 100
randomly sampled app introduction screenshots crawled from Google Play.
6.2

Evaluation Metrics

For each region proposal r, our model outputs two vectors; softmax probability p and per-class
bounding box regression offsets ranked by the corresponding confidence output. A detection
confidence is assigned to r for each GUI component class k using the estimated probability P(class =
k|r) , pk . For each GUI component class, a detection output comprised of the confidence value and
refined bounding box position is considered as True-Positive if it has an IoU overlap higher than
0.7 with any ground-truth box belonging to the same class, otherwise as False-Positive. Multiple
detections at the same ground-truth box were also regarded as False-Positives.
The three principal metrics used for evaluating and comparing the performance are precision,
recall and mean Average Precision (mAP). Precision of each class is obtained through dividing
the cumulative sum of True-Positive by the total amount of True-Positive and False-Positive for
an individual class. Recall of each class is obtained through dividing the cumulative sum of TruePositive by the total number of ground-truth boxes for an individual class. Average Precision (AP)
is obtained by approximating the area under the Precision/Recall curve for individual element class
and mAP is the mean of AP across all classes.
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0.6
0.7
0.8
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Recall
0.65
0.60
0.53
0.36

Precision
0.73
0.79
0.84
0.90

mAP
0.69
0.66
0.62
0.44

Table 1. Performance with image augmentation

6.3

IoU
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

Recall
0.51
0.44
0.37
0.26

Precision
0.68
0.72
0.80
0.87

mAP
0.56
0.48
0.43
0.36

Table 2. Performance without image augmentation

Evaluation with Annotated Runtime UI Screenshots

For the 6,870 annotated runtime GUI screenshots in the testing dataset, the overall performance
of our model is 0.76 for precision, 0.62 for recall and 0.51 for mAP. Fig. 10 shows some examples
of our GUI component wirification, and each component is highlighted in bounding box with
corresponding component type and probability. We can see that our model can accurately detect
UI components in different complex UI screenshots. First our model can handle images in different
languages. For example, Fig. 10(a) contains image buttons with English, Japanese and Chinese texts
within both the main menu and the popup. Our model can detect all of them in the screenshot.
Second, our model is robust to different interference, so it can discriminate GUI components from
very similar background in Fig. 10(b). Third, our model is capable to find all components even
if there are many of them in one screenshot. For example, there are 10 components including
image button, seek bar and check box in Fig. 10(c). Our model can accurately detect all of these
components.
Apart from the correctly detected UI components, we also manually check the cases for which our
model does work very well, and we summarise two reasons for the incorrect cases. First, sometimes
our model cannot identify some specially designed UI components like the circle-shape seek bar in
Fig. 10(d). Note that our model still detects the seek bar in the screenshot, but the bounding box is
inaccurate due to the irregular shape of the seek bar. Some progress bars are also very different such
as the circle one, or rectangle one with different colors, leading to the miss of such UI components.
Second, although the GUI components obtained from our model do not match the ground truth,
they are still correct. In Android UI development, one functionality can often be implemented in
many different ways. For example, the developers can use the image button directly, or using image
but setting its attribute as clickable. These two ways has the same functionality for user interaction
and the choice depends on developers’ preference. In such cases, our model may classify an GUI
component as an image button, while the ground truth marks it as an image.
6.4

Evaluation with App Introduction Screenshots from Google Play

To further check the performance of our model on the app introduction screenshots in Google
Play, we randomly sample 100 app introduction screenshots for the experiment. These sampled
images come from 99 different apps across 20 categories. As there is no ground truth for app
introduction screenshots, we manually annotate GUI components in each GUI screenshot. We
recruit two bachelor students in our school who has at least two-years Android development
experience. The two annotators label the GUI components in each sampled app introduction
screenshots individually. If there is any disagreement with their annotations, the screenshots will
be handed to the first author to resolve the disagreements.
Table 1 shows the performance of our model trained with image augmentation, while Table
2 shows the results without image augmentation. We can see that with the increase of the IoU,
the Recall and mAP are decreasing, while the precision is increasing significantly. As we have
a large number of app introduction screenshots crawled from Google Play, we are not sensitive
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Fig. 11. Results comparison between the model trained with or without image augmentation

to recall because even not a very high recall can still produce a large-scale design gallery of GUI
components. But the low precision may include many false-positive UI components which will
negatively influence the user experience with our design gallery. Therefore, when we are making a
trade off between precision and recall, we emphasize more on the precision in this work. Based on
our experiment results, we take the IoU value as the 0.8 so that the precision is high enough while
the recall is not very low. Within this setting, our model without image augmentation can reach
0.37, 0.80, 0.43 for recall, precision and mAP, respectively. Compared with it, our model with image
augmentation can improve recall, precision and mAP by 43.2%, 5%, and 44.2%, respectively.
Fig. 11 shows some comparison examples with and without image augmentation. Compared
with the model trained without image augmentation, the model trained with image augmentation
can reliably detects the majority of the GUI components within the app introduction screenshots
crawled from Google Play.
7

INFORMAL FEEDBACK FROM DESIGNERS

To understand how the Gallery D.C. would be useful in a real design context, we conducted informal
interviews with 7 professional designers.
• D1: Visual designer from Google for 1 year. His focus is on illustration design for various
mobile apps.
• D2: Interaction designer/product designer from Volkswagen-Mobvoi Joint Venture, with
10-years working experience. His work mainly focuses on the smart devices.
• D3: Visual designer from TAL education for 5 years of experiences. His focus is on the mobile
app UI design.
• D4: Designer from Facebook for 9 years with the focuses on mobile advertising user experience
design.
• D5: Visual designer, 13 years of working experience, now working at Ali, responsible for
international product design and design innovation.
• D6: Interaction designer from Google. She has 4 years of interaction design experience.
• D7: Visual designer from Huawei with 10 years of experience. Mainly focus on mobile system
design.
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Fig. 12. Two attracting game buttons

For D1 to D5, We demonstrated our Gallery D.C. website and collected general feedback on how
our site may be useful for their own app design tasks. For D6 and D7, in additional to general
feedback, we also ask them to use our site for at least 20 minutes, and then provide examples in
which the system can support their design tasks. Overall, all designers responded positively to our
Gallery D.C.. D6 and D7 in particular provide concrete examples of how our system can help their
work. All of them also provided suggestions on how to improve the tool. Below, we first provide an
overview of the general feedback from D1-D5, then list the detailed tasks highlighted by D6 and
D7 on how our system can help with their work.
D1 praised our site for comparing fine-grained design options like the percentage of different
colors and size distribution. D2 also likes the summarization and contrast of different design styles.
D3 confirmed similar experience and mentions that small companies tend to follow the main-steam
design style in the market, while big companies want to have their own unique design style to be
distinctive. D4 emphasized the importance of intuitive sense of good designs, and mentioned that
our site could help locate the design by such intuitive sense. D5 hoped that our site could play as a
bridge between interaction designer and visual designer for enhancing their communications.
7.1

Task 1: Inspirational Search

D6 described a particular use case in which our website can be helpful. In her last job of designing
a game app, she needs to decide on style of the buttons that can fit the game she wants to design.
She found the component search function particularly useful for looking for inspirations. Using
our website, she searched and selected the button component type and set up the app category as
game_casual in the filter. Within the different buttons, she found two of them attractive, as seen
in Fig 12. One button is of pink color with reflective bubble which deemed to attract young girls.
Since the target audience of the game app is for young girls, she selected this design and put into
her design notebook for reference.
She also find the other button with the ranking-list icon interesting (Fig 12). It is not only
straightforward to show the button semantic, but also reminds her to add the ranking mechanism
into the game. After further checking the whole screenshots and even other screenshots within this
app, she also understands the position of this button in the current screen, and other functionality
which can also be embedded into her own app. She found this process of initially using bottom-up
search with components, and then gradually identify and expand the design style and concept by
checking the design of apps that contains interesting components a promising alternative strategy
she would like to adopt into her design practices.
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Fig. 13. Buttons from social apps and corresponding demographics

Fig. 14. Comparison of components between Google and Microsoft

7.2

Task 2: Understand Design Demographics

D6 also provides an example of how to use our website to help the design of a social app. In Gallery
D.C., she searched the GUI components by social application category. Apart from the buttons as
seen in Fig 13, it also showed the color demographics and size distribution on the right side. She
discovered that most buttons within the social-medial apps are rather flat and wide as compared
with other categories. After recalling her own experience in using social apps and searching the
web, she further validated this assumption that the wide and big buttons can easily catch audience’s
attention, especially for young users who extensively use that kind of app. To D6, the summarization
of design features of GUI components is a powerful approach for her to understand the design
trend and practices.
7.3

Task 3: Design “Comparison Shopping”

D7 was working on creating the UI component design system [3, 10] which is a set of standards for
design and code along with components. Such UI component design system enforces visual and
interaction consistency of different products within the company for delivering better and familiar
user experiences. To get an understanding of the design style of different companies, he adopted
the comparison functionality provided in our Gallery D.C.. He selects two big companies (Google
and Microsoft) for detailed comparison.
Our tool returns a list of different components from these two companies as seen in Fig 14. By
contrasting these components, he clearly discovered that most components in Microsoft are of
the right-angle rectangle. Instead, Google prefers to use white, black and gray color, and Google
also embed the shadowing effects to their components. With those features displayed, he further
thought about how to distinguish his design system from the current ones.
7.4

Areas for Improvement

Designers point out various areas in which our gallery can be improved with. D6, D7 hope us to
further remove some low-quality data within our site as they found that some UI designs returned
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by the search do not look professional, hence no reference value. Although we have filtered out
some low-quality apps according to their rating score and installation number, we may leverage
the crowdsource power to further improve our data quality in the future. Several designers (D1, D2,
D3) wonder whether the component detection model could extend to other platforms. For example,
their design for desktop, web, or IOS interfaces could benefit from this type of model. We believe
our model could help them in this case as it would not be difficult to extend to other platforms once
we obtain enough data for the training.
8

RELATED WORK

There are numerous mobile UI design kits available online. Some of them have rather comprehensive
mobile app design templates collected from Internet, for example Pinterest [6]. A main drawback
of these websites is that the design templates are not specifically categorized and cannot be easily
searched. There are also websites for mobile UI designers that provide detailed categories of UI
designs, such as Inspired UI [5], Pttrns [7]. They provide many categories of design templates in
terms of the whole GUI design, but they do not provide the design resources at the GUI complement
level. Some websites provide downloadable and editable GUI components. A typical example is
the website Axure Widgets [2]. However, many such websites are not free to use. They are not
suitable if somebody just wants to get some design inspirations. Another type of websites, such
as Up Labs [3], provide free GUI components, but the UI components are organized by individual
providers and it is very hard to find the desired UI design by component metadata. Furthermore,
many online design kits have only very limited numbers of UI designs (at most several hundreds).
In comparison, our Gallery D.C. contains a large number of GUI components (together with the
original whole GUI designs) from over 130,000 mobile applications.
Apart from creating reusable design templates, designers can also share their GUI design artworks
on online crowdsourcing platforms such as Dribbble and GraphicBurger. The shared GUI designs
are at the whole GUI level, and are tagged by the authors to facilitate the search. Our work exploits
another type of invisible crowdsourcing design resources, i.e., app introduction GUI screenshots
in the application market which are published by the application developers to demonstrate the
applications’ important features and UIs. Although these GUI screenshots are not created for
the design sharing purpose, we convert them into a large-scale GUI design gallery using data
mining techniques. And our gallery supports several advanced design search and knowledge
discovery features beyond content sharing and curation of existing online crowdsourcing platforms.
Rico [18] uses reverse-engineering and crowdsourcing to collect a large dataset of app runtime
GUI screenshots. Based on the static analysis, StoryDroid [17] can more efficiently collect the
app GUI screenshots than Rico. Webzeitgeist [23] crawls a large dataset of web page screenshots
and corresponding HTML code. They also support some data-driven design applications, but
these two works use only runtime GUI screenshots. Compared with Rico, we provide more finegrained GUI design i.e., GUI components, and also provide a practical tool for supporting the UI
component search. Different from Webzeitgeist which mainly focus on the website design, our work
is concerned with mobile UI design and adopt more advance deep learning method for decomposing
the GUI screenshots into separated components.
In detail, we use app introduction screenshots as the main design resources and collect runtime
GUI screenshots to train an object detection model to extract GUI components from app introduction
screenshots. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to build a large-scale GUI component
design gallery using app introduction GUI screenshots and deep learning based computer vision
techniques.
Deep learning has been applied to GUI design images in the work of Chen et al. [13]. In that work,
an input GUI design image is automatically translated into a skeleton of Android GUI components.
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The underling technique is a neural machine translator consisting of a CNN for extracting image
features, a RNN encoder for encoding the spatial information, and a RNN decoder for generating the
component skeleton. Different from this work, our goal is to decompose an input GUI screenshot
into a set of GUI components in the screenshot, and our model relies the object-detection model
Faster RCNN [30]. A similar work to ours is the mobile UI reverse-engineering work by Nguyn et
al. [28]. But their technique is based on traditional computer vision techniques like edge detection
and optical character recognition (OCR) to detect GUI components in an UI screenshot. The method
proposed by Moran et al. [26] combines traditional computer vision techniques for GUI component
detection and deep-learning based method for GUI code generation. These existing works focus on
code generation for an input GUI design. That is, they help with the transition from GUI design to
GUI implementation. In contrast, our work focus on facilitating GUI design search and knowledge
discovery by providing a large-scale gallery of real-world application GUI components.
There are a few remotely related works in the domain of extracting information from mobile app
GUI. For example, the work by Jo and Jung [21] detects logos of mobile phone applications. They
search many websites and store the logos and their corresponding website names into a database.
In this way, they achieve the goal of “smart learning” of logo design, which is similar to the goal of
our design gallery. Other studies related to UI design focus on UI design patterns, such as the study
by Meier et al. [25] in which the authors find the relationship between location search patterns
and user requirements and study by Swearngin et al [32] for converting the mobile UI screenshots
into editable files in Photoshop by using image processing method. Many studies are targeting at
searching the GUI for helping software GUI designers and developers [11, 29, 36]. Reiss [29] parses
developers’ sketch into structured queries to search related UIs of Java-based desktop software
in the database. GUIfetch [11] customizes Reiss’s method [29] into Android app UI search by
considering the transitions between UIs. Similar to Reiss’s work [29], Zheng et al [36] parse the
DOM tree of user-created rough website to locate similar well-designed website by measuring tree
distance. Different from these works, the data granularity of our work is more fine-grained i.e.,
considering the GUI component search rather than searching the overall GUI screenshot. This is
the first work considering the GUI component as the basic unit for inspiring mobile GUI designers.
9

IMPLICATIONS

We discuss some implications of our work on designers, design sharing platforms and the research
community.
On designers: GUI design is a very dynamic and creative domain. Designers have to continually
learn from others. A common practice nowadays is to learn from online resources (e.g., design kits
or blogs) shared by famous designers. Our work identifies a new gold mine of design resources, i.e.,
app introduction GUI screenshots of real-world applications in the application market. This new
gold mine of design resources, once made easily accessible to designers, can very well complement
existing online resources, especially “see designs in real life”.
On design sharing mechanisms: Our design gallery creates a new way of design sharing in
which design authors do not intentionally share their GUI designs but design consumers can still
easily access these GUI designs in a well curated way. The bridge connecting the two sides relies on
data mining techniques. And compared with the face-to-face design interaction or brainstorming
which is limited to several designers in the physical world, our tool based on the large-scale invisible
crowdsourcing data enables boarder collaboration indirectly with thousands of designers who craft
the design of the world-wide popular mobile apps. Furthermore, our design gallery complements
existing design sharing platforms in two aspects. First, unlike existing design sharing mechanisms
which keep the whole GUI designs and the GUI component designs separated, our design gallery
naturally links the two granularities of design information. Linking whole-component design
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granularities gives designers more flexibility to access design knowledge. Second, unlike existing
design sharing platforms which focus mainly on content hosting and management [12, 16], our
design gallery is equipped with advanced design search and knowledge discovery features which
help designers explore multi-faceted design space and distill higher-order of design knowledge.
On research community: With the advent of Web 2.0, user generated content has become
an important knowledge source, for example Wikipedia in general domain, Stack Overflow in
computing domain, and Dribbble in design domain. A great deal of research has been done to
support the creation, sharing and curation of user generated content. In addition to such intentional
crowdsourcing, there are many invisible crowdsourcing resources, such as app introduction GUI
screenshots of real-world applications in the application market in this work. Invisible crowdsourcing resources are not created for the purpose of content sharing, so they are much more difficult
to collect, curate and exploit. Our work demonstrates a successful case of collecting, curating
and exploiting invisible crowdsourcing resources, turning invisibles into explicit knowledge. This
research direction is promising and deserve more attention from the community.
10

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we present a deep-learning based approach for harvesting invisible crowdsourcing GUI
design resources in the application market, which allows us to build a large scale GUI component
design gallery. The core techniques to turn invisible crowdsourcing GUI design resources into a
design gallery includes a reverse-engineering technique to collect app runtime GUI screenshots
and an object-detection deep learning model to decompose a whole GUI design into a set of GUI
components. Once those invisible design resources are made explicit in our design gallery, they
complement existing design sharing platforms by exposing designer to not only design creativity
and aesthetics but also design practicality. Furthermore, our design gallery contains both whole
GUI designs and GUI components which give designers more flexibility to access design knowledge
at different granularities. Last but not least, our design gallery supports multi-faceted design search,
design demographics summarization, and design comparison shopping. These design applications
can be incorporated into existing design sharing platforms to extend them beyond content sharing
and curation.
In the future, we will keep improving our work according to the feedback from designers. First,
we will leverage the crowdsourcing method to filter out apps with low-quality UI design. Users
will get professional design as the query results for better inspirations. Second, we will improve
our tool with better user experience including more search and navigation features. For example,
our tool may take the component image as the query, and not only return similar components, but
also other-type components whose design style can fit into the query’s. Third, we will extend our
approach into other platforms including website, IOS, or other IOT (Internet of Things) devices for
supporting broader UI design.
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